


Foundations of Democracy
Tocqueville on the Art of Association in America's Federal Democracy

A rich civic culture is generally correlated with a properly functioning democracy, but there is
surprisingly little theoretical discussion of how and why voluntarism makes democracy "work." Self-
reliance can invite insularity along with independence. Parochialism and local tyranny may typify
communal routines as surely as the openness, innovation, and reciprocity for which they are lauded. Not
all voluntary societies act in socially responsible ways; not all examples of volunteerism bespeak the
virtues of self-government.

Recent studies in "new institutionalism" have addressed some questions about voluntarism,
explicitly relating this feature of self-governing democracy to a polity's institutional framework and
political culture. Robert Putnam, for example, examined the relationship between institutional function
and citizenship asking, "Does the performance of an institution depend on its social, economic, and
cultural surround? If we transplant democratic institutions, will they grow in the new setting as they did
in the old? Or does the quality of a democracy depend on the quality of its citizens, so that every people
gets the government they deserve?" His empirical findings suggested that civic culture and tradition
modify institutional arrangements to a significant degree, but the rules and norms at the heart of
institutional processes also shape a peoples' habits of thought and action.1 Likewise, Douglas C. North
has considered the historical trajectory of institutions, showing that small changes may set large systems
on a new course.2 In this literature, political culture, including a culture of voluntarism, is generally seen
as an outcome of institutional development although political culture (and culture generally) also shapes
the meaning and activity of institutions. Elinor Ostrom and others in the field of institutional analysis and
development have offered a framework for analyzing institutional change that applies to the origins of
new institutions as well as the reform of existing rules and acceptable actions. Focusing specifically on
the choices communities make in governing common pool resources, this work explicitly links
institutional change with the shared understandings of individuals involved in the creation and reform of
institutions. Clearly some regimes are more conducive to voluntarism than others — after all,
governments may prohibit or inhibit the civil capacities necessary to self-organization. But even within
regimes where opportunities for self-organization are present, credible commitments are an outcome of
expectations that develop within cultural, normative, and legal contexts.3 In sum, the "new
institutionalists" attribute great significance to the interplay of institutions and culture in their quests to
understand self-organization and self-government.

In 1831, Alexis de Tocqueville journeyed to the New World seeking answers to similar questions
about the connection between institutions, ideas, experiences, and expectations — in his terms, the
relevance of customs, mores, and law to self-government. His subject was democracy, or more precisely,
the viability of institutions, mores, and customs that were conducive to liberty and self-government in a
world of increasing social leveling. Tocqueville sought "the very image of democracy" in the American
example. By depicting American practices accurately, he intended to portray democracy's character,
"throwing into relief its thoughts, prejudices, and passions. "America," he wrote to John Stuart Mill in
reference to Democracy, "was only my frame, democratic the subject."4 Institutions, his work would
show, could not simply be transplanted from one culture to another; the social conditions of a people and
their political and societal culture preceded the institutions that they formed. Still, there might be
theoretical principles of institutional development that applied generally to democratic social conditions.
Such principles might distinguish the self-governing polity from the merely democratic state. Such
principles might turn a democratic people from a struggle for mere equality to a passion for liberty and
self-government.



Tocqueville had witnessed the destructive potential of the democratic revolution that leveled
French society first in the spirit of equality, and then followed with a wave of mob tyranny. The Reign of
Terror destroyed much of Tocqueville's family.5 As a reaction to the Terror, Ultra Royalists attempted to
restore the aristocracy by centralizing government and locating administrative authority in their hands.
Their strategies for concentrating political power met resistance from Restoration liberals who promoted
local liberty as the legitimate aim of the Revolution. Tocqueville came of age intellectually in the midst
of this "Great Debate."6 Paradoxically, Tocqueville found agreement about democracy's destructive
potential at the heart of both adversaries' claims.

"Democracy," defined as increasingly equal social conditions, offered two different potential
results. A democratic revolution could either give rise to the calamities of individualism, popular tyranny,
and despotism, or, translated into a desire for liberty, a democratic spirit could offer the benefits of self-
rule and shared-rule. "Equality," as Tocqueville put it, "[can be] an accessory of absolutism . .. [or] the
companion of liberty."7 On this point Ultra Royalists and Restoration Liberals agreed. But Ultra
Royalists would save France from mob rule by strategies of command and control, while Restoration
Liberals envisioned a democratic polity that protected the rule of law and individual right through
decentralized political institutions. If the Ultra Royalists were correct, then the democratic tide seemed to
offer two unsatisfactory results — mob rule or despotism. Was it impossible to imagine self-government
as an alternative to a centralized administrative state? Must a democratic revolution reap as a corollary
the destruction of local liberty and increasing bureaucracy? Could people govern themselves as political
equals or were they condemned to bow as equals to the whims of a tutelary state?

The adversaries in the Great Debate framed their ideas about politics in terms of institutional
structure. Was it necessary to centralize political power and administrative authority to avoid the excesses
of a Reign of Terror or did the concentration of authority itself lay the foundation for arbitrary and
tyrannical extremes? In the debate about administrative centralization, federalism seemed to offer an
institutional middle ground between disorder and despotism. Federalism was viewed as a species of
decentralization or as a "mixed government" of divided sovereignty. Few believed that federal
institutions could take root in France, but in fact, little serious empirical study had been made of the
examples of federal democracy from which French thinkers might take their heading. Tocqueville
intended to change that situation by studying America's federal structure first hand.

Social Conditions and Intellectual Antecedents: The Colonial Origins of American Federalism

Five months into his journey through America, Tocqueville gave this overall account of America's
public life: "What is most striking to everyone who travels in this country, ... is the spectacle of a society
marching along all alone, without guide or support, by the sole fact of the cooperation of individual
wills."8 What provided the foundations for self-government in the New World and what principles might
be useful in France?

Tocqueville believed that he found the source of America's self-governing institutions in the ideas
and institutions of colonial New England. In his view, Puritan colonists had combined "the spirit of
religion and the spirit of liberty" in a way that encouraged the mores, customs, and institutional
foundations of self-government. The pacts that united individuals in churches and towns, linked towns
together, forming county and state governments, and ultimately joined state governments in a general
union — all of these agreements — originate in the covenantal tradition of American Puritans.



In colonial America, citizens covenanted to form a political body, obligating themselves to
broadly reciprocal, perpetual relationships. God was called as a witness and guarantor of such pacts.
Once covenants were established, the actions of individual citizens were judged not only in terms of
positive law, but also according to transcendent principles to which each person and the political body as
a whole were, by their consent, bound. Citizens were obliged not only to do what law commands, but
also to realize the "spirit of the law," in all of their relationships. Making covenants, they bound
themselves to do what their relationships necessitated as well as what the law required.

Tocqueville used such documents as the Fundamental Orders of Connecticut, as primary
examples of colonial law from which he drew conclusions about America's original institutions of self-
government. In these documents, equality pertained chiefly to their moral capacities, especially their
ability to give consent. In covenantal thinking, individuals who signed such agreements were assumed to
have an equal capacity to reason as well as the equal moral capacity to reason rightly. Moral equality
underlay their equal capacity to give or withhold their consent. In documents from the Mayflower
Compact to the New England Confederation, from church covenant to town covenant, equals agreed to
establish political bodies and churches. But consent-giving was not a once-and-for-all choice; even the
mentality of constitutional choice emphasized adaptation, not stasis. Consent-giving, in the covenantal
view, was a continual process.9 The institutions that Puritans established required their continued
participation in religious and secular associational life. The colonists' on-going expression of consent
necessitate institutional arrangements that engaged them in the collective decisions that governed daily
life in their covenanted communities. Such collective activity reflected a particular orientation of
individual conscience and the individual's place in collective judgments.

Early American covenants acknowledged the relationship of individual right to transcendent
purpose and assumed that reasoned private judgment could be harmonized with the revelatory basis of the
community. The aims of community (which, for Puritans, primarily concerned individual salvation)
required explicit consent and conscious, continuous commitment. The processes of deliberation and
consent-giving aimed at broad consensus. These goals, consensus and continuous consent-giving,
required covenanted communities to establish modes of discourse and decision-making that distinguished
thoughtful decision making from mere conformity, indifference, or hypocrisy. As a result, covenanted
communities tended to preserve freedom of conscience rather than submerging individual thinking in
group conformity.

As a continuous activity, consent-giving engaged individuals in a perpetual evaluation of their
ideals and beliefs. Belief was weighed against experience and challenged by the experiences of others, in
an inquiry that was bounded by a framework of covenantal processes, common belief, custom, and norm.
Deliberation, the rules of assembly, and decision rules were premised on the aim of maintaining
covenanted relationships. Decisions that effected even the most basic fabric of society — including, for
example, the qualification for membership in a covenanted group — were negotiated, as were doctrines
on which these constitutional decisions were based. The understanding of covenanting as a continuous
process of forming and reforming relations among moral equals formed the core belief on which doctrinal
interpretations and constitutional choices were based. Covenantal bonds permitted even discussion and
resolutions of differences about even the most basic tenets of faith as communities humbly accepted
human fallibility in their interpretations of Scripture.10

In the covenantal context, the requirements of faith were, then, anything but the mere acceptance
of doctrine and dogma. The stress placed on individual and community by the actual requirements of
transcendent belief— namely, constant self and communal assessment in light of experience and the life



of belief — can hardly be overstated. Equality and consent fueled the internal tensions that propelled the
development of covenantal thinking and institutions. Nothing less could have allowed a people to cope
with the variety of environments they faced in the New World, Tocqueville concluded. Belief offered a
firm moral foundation, but the firmament, in a covenantal view, incorporated humanity's conscious
understanding. The covenantal world was neither static nor ungoverned. Eternal law joined provisional
interpretation at the heart of the Puritan polity.

Covenantal thinking and the view of equality on which it relied also inspired a particular
understanding of sovereignty. While the New England colonists insisted that sovereignty resides in the
people, not the ruler, their thinking did not imply that individuals could pursue their good
individualistically. A collective process had established the civil society on which individual right
depended. For such rights to remain in force, they must continue to be put to use in on-going collective
action. From this perspective, a civil right is in large part a public instrument to be used to reach
decisions together about the necessities of a common life and how to provide them through common
action.

In covenantal thinking, the individual's well being was associated with participation in an open
public realm in which people engaged in the myriad instances of collective decisions that summed to a
vital self-governing society. These activities were the origins of practices that Tocqueville would later
call the Americans' "science of association." The political culture at the heart of this science produced a
variety of republican institutions that reflected the original sense of "republic," respublica, literally,
"public matter" or "public thing." Using the open public realm, respublica, colonial covenantors
responded collectively to meet their common needs.

In this view, "the people" referred to the body politic, a "society governing itself for itself," and
not to an aggregation of individuals.11 Such a people, brought into being by reflection and choice, took
form as an association of associations, not as a mass society. "Popular sovereignty," in American
practice, reflected neither holistic nor purely individualistic methods of determining the public will. In
covenanted polities, the phrase "sovereignty of the people" applied to a political body as a whole, yet in
the federal view, a covenanted polity's collective capacities enhanced the source of civic engagement,
individual consent. As a reflection of moral equality, the liberty to consent, likewise, imbued the concept
"liberty" with a particular significance for covenanted groups.

In the 17th century, John Winthrop had used the Latin root for covenant, "foedus" or federal, to
express the relationship between individual right and civic responsibility implied in covenant-based
constitutions. "Federal liberty" linked individual right to moral law. Submitting themselves to God's
authority, Winthrop said, the members of a federal society renounced natural liberty and embraced federal
liberty, the liberty to do "that only which is good, just, and honest."12 The specific content of that liberty,
like faith and like the community's norms, was discerned through individual and collective experiences,
reflection, and deliberations in the ordinary activities of life together. The foremost quality of federal
liberty were those civil capacities necessary to perform the duty of tending the body politic. In this view,
civic duty not only derived from a particular understanding of "public" and "community," but also
implied that political duties originated in service to God. Human political authority and individual will
were viewed as limited by principles that transcended humanity's creative efforts and understanding.

Tocqueville used Winthrop's term, "federal liberty," to emphasize the transcendent foundation of
covenantal political authority and the social dimension of individual right. For his nineteenth century



readers, Tocqueville recast Winthrop's idea of civil liberty as "self interest rightly understood," but he
associated enlightened self-interest with the enlightened self of Winthrop's covenanting generation.

When he characterized the practical institutions of self-government, Tocqueville again turned to
federal liberty as the foundation of "federalism." Also taking its name ftomfoedus, federalism denotes
the framework of settlements linked by secular covenants and compacts into larger governing units.
Political bodies were united for a common purpose as a practical response to common problems. These
governments retained their original powers, while accepting new responsibilities and shared authority. As
a result, power was disbursed among a number of offices and associations.

The plurality of interdependent political authorities helped preserve individual and collective
federal liberty by offering numerous sites for deliberation and political action that individuals and their
associations could use to have their grievances heard and injustices redressed. Through covenants and
covenant-based constitutions, political bodies — such associations as colonies or towns within colonies,
covenanted churches linked as orderly assemblies, and the later townships that Tocqueville described —
were connected, but each body's identity and authority remained intact. Like individual citizens, the
various political bodies retained their essential integrity, but were bound by mutual responsibilities.
Assemblies, like the individuals who constituted them, were admonished to be constrained by federal
liberty and a covenantal ethos in dealings among associations. Covenantal or federal principles
bequeathed the rationale and practical means for uniting people and polities for common purposes,
without negating their established boundaries, identities, or authority. Covenantal thinking, then, inspired
the institutional practices of federalism. As a result, Tocqueville found religious ideas at the forefront of
America's public philosophy. But the general or simple teachings of revealed religion influenced
America's federal democracy in ways that differed dramatically from the blend of ecclesiastical and state
powers that threatened liberty in France.

Mores and Beliefs: Covenant and the "Simple Ideas" of Revealed Religion

The individual's cognizance of a broader, federal, community framework in America ultimately
relied on shared moral commitments, deduced from religious teachings to which each covenantor had
explicitly given assent. In politics, citizens placed their interests in the broad context of the community's
welfare rather than interpreting their liberty only in terms of narrower perceptions of self-interest.

The moral grounds of the covenant-based associations that Tocqueville described reflected the
"simple ideas" of revealed religion — a belief in a transcendent authority, a belief that humanity's
purpose transcends mere existence, and a belief in the equal worth of all souls. These principles,
Tocqueville argued, were common to all religions; these, and not specific religious forms, were the
inviolable foundations of self-governing societies. The simple ideas of revealed religion, he said, helped
deflect a democratic people from excessive individualism, materialism, and despotism." The content of
these teachings was distilled to a few general religious concepts, but, in Tocqueville's thinking, religion
remained a vital, if indirect influence on political life.

Tocqueville examined a role for religion in a world of skepticism that supposes neither that Truth
as such exists nor that reasoned debate would necessarily lead Truth to prevail. Arguing that reason does
not exist independently of culture, Tocqueville suggested that private judgment depends on ideas that
incorporate, but transcend the individual opinion, experience, and intellect. He considered majority
opinion and the teachings of revealed religion as potential sources of authority for private as well as
public philosophies, concluding that the latter was a far superior safeguard of liberty.14



Federal liberty was the public philosophy that enabled the spirit of religion and the spirit of
liberty to become one in the spirit of the laws. Federal liberty's central principle, the liberty to consent,
joined religion's general ideas to balance experience and belief, but this balance was fluid and fragile.
Democratic polities would not be profited by promoting salutary myth or civil religion. The value of
religious sentiments to republican government depended on the vitality of such beliefs. Without a
covenantal orientation, the tide of equality could reduced religious conviction to it's material signs in
feigned religious renewal. Religious expression, Tocqueville feared, could become another form of
tyrannical public opinion. Unctuous religious witness was no substitute for sentiments lost. Pious
formulas of false civil religions would produce a cynical people, bereft of belief and the faculty to seek it.
Belief and liberty could be harmonized only if citizens expressed the philosophy of federal liberty
publicly in daily activities of self-government and applied their experiences with humility to their
imperfect expressions of faith.

Many readers in Tocqueville's French audience would approach his conclusion that religion might
play a valuable indirect role in politics skeptically. Clergy and Church had been implicated as enemies of
liberty in the French Revolution. And Tocqueville would himself criticize the political uses of religious
dogma in service to an oppressive totalizing regime. But the American case showed that the friends of
liberty need not jettison religious belief as they distinguished the appropriate spheres of religious and
political authority.

In America, Tocqueville found institutional arrangements that encouraged religion's moral power
without increasing the political power of the clergy. The separation of church and state permitted religion
to inform the moral ground of politics, yet protected freedom of conscience by preventing specific
doctrines from being directly imposed by political authorities. The ideal of religious toleration was
likewise affirmed by the voluntary nature of covenant and signified neither a betrayal of religious
convictions nor indifference to belief.

Spiritual desire was natural to the human heart, it was "another form of hope," Tocqueville said.
The teachings of revealed religion could support a democratic ethos, if democratic regimes did nothing to
disturb them. The coercive powers of government could do nothing but impede what the soul would
attempt naturally. Left alone, people would harmonize earth with heaven, reconciling their political and
religious opinions. But such advice, Tocqueville knew, often went unheeded.

There was a more sinister side to religious fervor and the same causes that encouraged the
tyrannical imposition of opinion in politics also threatened democracy in the form of religious zealotry
and intolerance. A people could place some beliefs beyond discussion, Tocqueville argued, not only
enhancing its tolerance for political debate, but also making essential forms of participation possible.
Tocqueville believed we had much to gain and much less to lose by permitting fixed ideas about God to
play an indirect role in politics. This view can only make sense if institutions are designed to require
consent and belief itself offers a barrier to authoritative voices that impose dogmas on unwilling
supplicants. Only lived experience could weaken the grasp of zealotry and intolerance.

Neither the tension between consent and constraint nor demands of faith and desires of liberty can
be permanently resolved. Tocqueville's analysis teaches that the tensions between individual conscience
and common belief, between faith and will, and between the transcendent and the mercurial world of
politics may be bridged through the habits learned by leading a life of public engagement. Institutions
and ideas could offer a framework of engagement and reflection that allowed religious ideas and political
experience to be reconciled in the minds of mature political actors.



While the period from founding to constitutional framing is characterized by substantial
institutional change, the skepticism and indifference that Tocqueville feared for democracy and the
hostility toward religion that characterized liberal ideals in France need not be the result of the democratic
impulse. Following the founding period in American history, constitutionally guaranteed religious
freedom permitted the simple ideas common to all religions to inform the habits and mores of citizens,
without directly imposing religious authority on political choices. Republican institutions promoted a
commitment to experience, reason, and consent in politics. Political opinions contoured secular
applications of religious belief; religion, while prevented from playing a direct role in politics, could
remain "the first of [America's] political institutions."15 The New England way of harmonizing earth with
heaven bequeathed ideas and institutions fit for self-government. Founding colonists in some cases feared
the diversity of opinions that tolerance and freedom of conscience might bring. Nevertheless, they lay the
philosophical foundations that permitted a blend of belief and politics that neither destroyed religion nor
weakened its moral import. Drawing on these original covenantal relationships and experiences, later
constitutional framers presented the federal legacy of covenant institutions, the theory of a compound and
extended republic.16 These institutions were sustained by a public philosophy that blended the general
teachings of revealed religion, the notion of federal liberty, and a proper understanding of self and self-
interest. Federal institutions and ideas remained vital as individuals shared in the lessons learned by
participating in the civic life of voluntary associations.

Customs and Ideas: the Public Philosophy of Covenant and the "Free School" of Associations

In the American Puritan experience, covenants were understood as living agreements infused with
meaning that reflected the experiences and beliefs of those who consented to them in successive
generations. Experience, Tocqueville made clear, must continue to inform our shared standards as they
are applied to new circumstances. The federal framework and the public philosophy of federal liberty
together stimulated civic education and engagement, enabling each generation to seek balance appropriate
to its experiences. The "science of association" made possible by federal institutions and ideas facilitated
the development of private and public philosophies that check bigotry and intolerance. The covenantal
principles of this science blended the simple ideas of revealed religion with a new, proper understanding
of self-interest.

Tocqueville believed that self-interest was an important, but inadequate basis for civic
engagement. According to James Madison, federal institutions require the interest and participation of
vigilant citizens who, by pursuing of their private interests, act as a "sentinel over the public right."17 But
Tocqueville thought such participation would not always materialize, and also showed that some forms of
interest-based participation enhanced, rather than diminished the power of factions.

Tocqueville contended that only a sense of justice that transcends enlightened interest will move
citizens to address some significant public problems. The moral foundation of this shared sense of
justice, he believed, relied on the teachings of revealed religion. Religious tenets, as Tocqueville
described them, promoted a "disinterested concern" for those who lacked the resources to affect the
majority's interests. Often, only a sense of justice that transcended interest would unite those who
seemed to lack common interests or the resources to negotiate their good. But religious tenets may offer
only abstract guidance and religious sectarianism may reap greater division. How much must be shared
and how can a common sense of justice evolve? The answer again was found in a complex amalgam of
belief and experience — voluntary associations were not only an effect, but also a mainstay of covenantal
processes.



Voluntary associations were a means by which citizens learned the community's guiding
principles. Associations provided the arena of practical politics in which individuals gave their consent to
fundamental ideas and took on the ordinary commitments of daily existence. Voluntary associations also
shaped the foundational values and ideas of their common life. Participation in either constitutional or
collective choice not only renewed an individual's attachment to founding ideas, but also tested those
ideas, permitting reflection and change as well as renewal Participation in voluntary associations taught
"the habits of the heart" that a vital democracy required — a public philosophy that was secured by ideas
developed through common assent and common action. These activities and beliefs in turn depended on
institutions that engaged people in a particular kind of public reasoning; voluntarism as an expression of
interest was ultimately only a fraction of the science of association.

For Tocqueville voluntarism was a means to self-government; for early federal thinkers, the
science of association also reflected a philosophical orientation. In the sixteenth century, two early
federal thinkers, Johannes Althusius and William Ames, lay out the foundations of a federally organized
voluntaristic society in works that influenced the writings and lives of later American Puritans.

In Zurich, Althusius described the consociational form of politics, defining politics as the science
of associating human beings "for the purpose of establishing, cultivating, and conserving social life
among them."18 For Althusius, the "communication," or making common, of material things, services,
and "common right" (that is, law) was the central element of this science. People assembled without the
communication of right were, for Althusius, a crowd, gathering, multitude or throng.19 In contrast,
individuals who associated on the basis of communicated right were "partners in a common life."20

Everyone who created this common life needed a science of association to understand how to design
relations for their mutual benefit. Their political science revealed basic principles of constituting
associations by consent for the purpose of sharing life together.— using material goods and the
instruments of government for common purposes.

William Ames, the federal thinker whose writings perhaps most directly shaped the American
view of politics as the art of design, similarly connected the ordering of human associations with God's
order and the Creator's covenant with humanity.21 Ames detailed the artisanship involved in creating
institutions fit for "life in common" in a federal order. Ames's world was federal, a world exhibiting the
basic principles of rational deliberation and choice, not the effects of fate or force. Artisanship was the
basic principle of Ames's federal philosophy in which knowledge gained by practical experience is
guided by reason toward godly ends. Ames viewed God as the original artificer who created and
governed the world by choice, not as a matter of inherent necessity or as a result of coercion. Like God,
human beings also practiced the art of creation, making the material things and institutions that would
serve life in common within God's order.22

"Politics," in this way of thinking, is more than a matter of power relationships, especially if what
one means by "power" is the ability to dominate in decision making and to apply severe sanctions against
those who breech the policies by which they are ruled.23 Shared power, not domination, characterized
federal associations. Politics, in a federal setting, involved the continuous activity of reaching accord in
public matters and the communication of "mutual benevolence" and "mutual concord," to use Althusius's
language, in the interrelated arenas of public and private life.24 Inhabitants of a federal polity achieved
these purposes by communicating or sharing "right," their political capacities (including power and
authority), in ways appropriate to the various kinds of associations within which they led their lives.



Early expositions of federal political science such as Althusius's explicitly detailed the structure
and relationship among various categories of associations in which the citizens of a federal polity were
embedded.25 Private and public associations were interconnected in the federal polity, yet each arena of
life could be distinguished. Public associations were derived from these private associations, with private
associations working by direct participation and public associations operating by indirect representation of
individuals through their families and collegium.26 As Daniel Elazar points out in his study of Althusius's
political science, "The private sphere was real and was protected not by abstract principle alone but by the
constitutional authority and political power of the family and the collegium as private institutions."27 The
communication of right gave each association its political structure, allowing it to achieve the form of
self-sufficiency, good order, and discipline appropriate to it.28 Public and private associations shared the
same sources of legitimacy and operated in similar ways through consent.29

In private association, voting rules were set according to the boundaries and scope of the
decision's effects. Majority rule was sufficient for many decisions, but Althusius argued specifically for
consensus decision-making to resolve fundamental differences. In his view, even one person must be
permitted to object "in matters common to all, one by one, or pertaining to colleagues as individuals ...
[because] what is common to everyone is also my private concern."30 The rules of assembly were similar
for public associations in which individuals were represented by the collectives of which they were a part.
In each associational arena, Althusius emphasized shared powers and the consequent need to negotiate
differences through discussion and reflection in orderly assembled bodies.

Althusius realistically assumed heterogeneity and variety rather than uniformity when he
characterized the individuals and associations that comprised the federal polity. Individual objections did
not gridlock the entire process because covenants obligated the continuous pursuit of compromise and
common ground.31 The power of a majority conveyed neither moral nor political right. In a theory that
sought a practical balance between private and public concerns, more than majoritarian vote motivated
mutual benevolence and concord.32 The rules of assembly and orientation to discourse that he described
facilitated methods of public reasoning that were consonant with a covenantal ethos. These processes
included an approach to public problem solving known as "curious inquiry" among later American
Puritans. Curious inquiry was characterized by intensive listening, questioning together, and common
reflection as well as individual meditation. At the heart of these deliberative processes was the common
desire to preserve the relationship among parties and an orientation to common problems that bespoke
humility and patience.

The arenas of public and private associations were united as a federal commonwealth — an
"association of associations" — in which two interwoven political discourses could be heard in public and
private life. In one discourse, on-going discussion and negotiation concerned thoughtful, collective
considerations of the polity's ideational foundations, the beliefs, mores, and law that constituted the polity
as a civil whole. A second discussion pertained to civic engagement and daily political life. Both
discourses joined theory and practical experience in the science of association based on principles of
communication among diverse participants in collective activities.

Althusius's framework expresses the germ of the later associational forms that Tocqueville
observed. In contrast to other civil societies that Tocqueville encountered, in America, shared right
mediated all social activity — in ephemeral as well as established associations. But Tocqueville came to
appreciate such nuances in civic activity only as he discussed his observations with Americans who taught
him about their science of association.



At first, it seemed to Tocqueville that American society marched along of its own accord, guided
only by the coincidence of individual interests. Interest, he suggested, was a shallow foundation for self-
government -— the voluntarism that it spawned might be an effect of political liberty and equality, but it
could never be a sustaining cause of free institutions or the ideas that inspired them. It may surprise some
readers to learn that Tocqueville was at first skeptical about the democratic nature of the populist fervor
and mass political rallies that he witnessed. He did not believe that a high level of civic engagement was
any indication of a secure, democratic polity or a self-governing ethos. He had to be convinced that the
political conventions he observed were not factional, pre-revolutionary meetings and that civil
associations were not exclusive enclaves promoting a kind of insularity that undermined the foundations
of liberty.

In Democracy, Tocqueville portrayed the social networks forming the permanent associations of
the township as ubiquitous. So natural is this form of association, Tocqueville said, that it seems to
constitute itself wherever a number of people are collected. The township is "coeval with humanity" and
appears "to come directly from the hand of God."33 Necessity provided the motive for self-organization.
A right of association followed logically from a right to preserve oneself; common action appeared to
Tocqueville as "inalienable in its nature as the right of personal liberty." In Tocqueville's view, the
existence of local unions alone is insufficient evidence of self-government.34 The self-organizing
activities that he witnessed in America could be evidence of secretive cabals, exalting force over reasoned
discussion in making decisions and taking action. He had to be shown that associations in America —
from family and neighborly groups to the assemblies of government — used deliberative processes that
included the many voices of the polity and precluded the self-censorship and conformity to which
democracies were vulnerable. By analyzing communication (in the ordinary sense of that word and in the
Althusian sense of sharing right and the other benefits of life together) in civil society, Tocqueville
learned what principles were at work at the core of local liberty in American democracy.

Laws and Institutions: Covenant and Voluntarism in the Developing Federal Frame of Government

Tocqueville's skepticism about the effects of self-organization first surfaced in the questions that
he raised in interviews with Americans about American federalism. He made his way through James
Kent's Commentaries on American Law and Joseph Story's Commentaries on the Constitution of the
United States, but these treatises did not always comport with what he observed about the federal design.
Tocqueville was not immediately convinced that the political conventions and more ephemeral activities
of self-organization he witnessed were positive expressions of political liberty.

In the midst of his travels through America, Tocqueville put thirty-three questions about American
government in writing to jurist Jared Sparks. Tocqueville's questions reveal how difficult it was for him
to believe the perpetual self-admiration he heard from his American hosts.35 Tocqueville could not escape
the terms of the Great Debate on equality and centralization in France as his questions also show. "Are
the effects of education uniformly good?" He asked. "Does it not happen that a man, who obtains an
education superior to his social condition, becomes an inquiet and turbulent citizen?" Sparks assured
Tocqueville that "Security rests in the intelligence of the mass, and where this intelligence is widely
diffused it serves as a check upon the improper designs and unlicensed ambition of the few, who may be
inclined to take advantage of their superior talents or attainments."36 Tocqueville also asked, "Is it not
found that the poor have a secret envy of the rich, so that the former class, always the majority, will
sometimes oppress the latter, and exclude them in elections from public affairs?" Again, Sparks
emphasized the importance of the general equality of the people — in their intellects, opportunities, and
property holdings. He explained that in New England, there were few rich families and the more wealthy
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merchant and middling farmer or shopkeeper had similarly risen from "small beginnings and made their
own fortune."37 The rich had once been poor and wealth conveyed influence, but opportunity prevented
wealth from exciting jealousy. Political rights were not tied to wealth; the rich received no exemptions
from community obligations, in fact, influence increased one's social place and that place was one of
social obligation. These thoughts no doubt figured in Tocqueville's later analysis of the Old Regime,
where the opposite had been true. In that case, wealth conveyed privileges that were divorced from social
obligations. But in America, Tocqueville again heard a different account of equality and federal
institutions.

Covenant and the federal principle explained why New England townships were associated with
sustained self-government. These townships, Tocqueville maintained, lay the foundation for American
federalism, becoming the basis for the compound and extended republic established by the Federalist as
the proper framework for American self-government. Federalism permitted tremendous innovation in
politics, but curbed the volatility and violence identified with public action in other nations. The detailed
commentary that Sparks provided showed that the key to understanding the type of public arena that
federalism created would be found in how local polities united and formed more encompassing political
arenas. Sparks portrayed New England communities that were neither homogenous nor insular. There
was sufficient similarity in their political practices to make later federal unions (including state
governments) possible, but Sparks also emphasized persistent local variation and local liberty. In
Tocqueville's mind, union necessitated a fair amount of uniformity, but how much uniformity was
required and how was uniformity achieved? How much must be held in common, how exclusive were
local covenants, and how were local loyalties negotiated to permit more encompassing agreements?
Comparatively little uniformity indeed was needed, Sparks told him.

State law had not created uniformity in municipal proceedings, Sparks explained. Instead, distinct
political bodies held basic political ideals and practices in common, enabling them to unite as one
"political body, at the same time that they allow all the liberty requisite of local self-government."
Consociation had not destroyed existing governments, "The groundwork of the state government is in the
towns, and each town is in some sort an epitome of the state."38 The citizen's identity as a member of one
community was augmented, not supplanted, by new affiliations. Loyalties and commitments could
multiply without irreconcilable conflicts in a matrix based on a shared covenantal worldview.

It is difficult to read colonial covenants and compacts without finding the common ground of
values and institutional forms that these different documents articulate.39 Equity, volition, and the
principle of civil liberty hold individual and community in balance; these are the common themes
considered in the preambles, statements of purpose, and government frames given in these documents.40

These values and the similar conclusions that various peoples reached about how to frame their
governments produced sufficient consistency for federal unions to be actuated. But these values produced
variety as well. Experience seemed to teach that public concerns might be addressed in a variety of ways
and the "best" ways would come from a functional public engaged in solving its problems. On the one
hand, the public was represented as a governing body, but there was more to respuhlica than this. An
engaged public included voluntary associations and these necessitated not only a great degree of
individual liberty, but also assumed that individuals could use their powers to act collectively. A shared
public philosophy based on interest and transcendent believe made that possible. What was shared about
this philosophy was vital, but indeed minimal — as might well be expected of theories and practices that
were oriented toward processes that preserved relationships, rather than determinative policy outcomes.
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Judging from Tocqueville's analysis of federalism in Democracy, Sparks seems to have been
convincing: what worked was often held in common, but common knowledge was not employed in the
same way in every place. The similarities that could be observed were the results of similar experiences,
but common institutional forms might be used in a variety of circumstances without inducing
homogeneity from real differences in people and place. In a federal union, legitimate diversity need not
succumb to the arbitrary demands of authority, Tocqueville concluded, because every constitution secured
the rights of individuals as individuals and as integral parts of local political bodies with constitutional
standing.

Federalism as a Contested Concept: The Limits of Shared Values and Difference in Rules-in-Use

Tocqueville's journals and letters document these early conversations with Americans suggest that
he initially assumed that political unions generally promoted uniformity and a concentration of political
power that undermined local liberty. Democracy shows that he learned that a large geographical expanse
could be governed with very little uniformity indeed, but such designs would hardly be produce by
chance. Federal designs resulted only from artisanship and a political science in which ideas and evolving
understandings mattered as much, perhaps more than laws. Laws could vary according to local
circumstance; even the objectives of regulation could change from place to place. In some respects, the
language of law and rights became the common language of Americans, but Tocqueville also found
significant variation in the meaning people assigned to the terms they used as well as important
differences in the values emphasized by particular laws. The French terminology of decentralization was
inadequate for conveying the variety and consensus characterizing the federal condition that Tocqueville
encountered in America.

Tocqueville learned that federal unions were made from common needs among peoples who did
not identify the boundaries of their existing political associations in terms of national sovereignty. Jared
Sparks told Tocqueville that the corporate powers of towns gradually extended to a territorial jurisdiction
in which geography determined the political body. Even so, the habits of mind produced by explicit oaths
and covenants persisted in the town's sense of itself as a body politic. The states that ultimately formed
by covenant, compact, and constitution had well-established, complex networks of interrelated political
associations. The political geography of an American town, county, or state could not be delimited by a
simple notion such as the decentralized administrative unit.

America's republic was favored to develop in this way, Tocqueville observed, because it was
"composed of little, almost entirely separate nations." t h e Americans whom he met understood these
principles well "Not only does each State form a nation," Tocqueville was told, "but each town in the
State is a little nation." Even town wards were semi-autonomous polities, each with "its own particular
interests, government, representatives, in a word its own political life." The difference between the French
national republic and America's compound design was mentioned to Tocqueville many times. "As long
as Paris remains France," he heard, "you will have the rule of the populace, not of the people."41 For
Tocqueville to understand the full import of this statement, it was imperative that he hear it in the federal
context in which it was offered. If, in contrast, a federal system was understood only as a scheme of
"decentralization," the actual foundations of self-government would continue to elude the American's
French observer. Tocqueville's American informants returned consistently to this point. In the French
context, "federalism" denoted a league or cow-federation that lacked sufficient binding force for
authoritative governance. The terminology that Tocqueville eventually adopted spoke to his French
audience although it obscured many of the significant aspects of America's federal form. Tocqueville
presented American federalism as a composite of centralized government and decentralized
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administration. America's constitutional framework provided for a "national" government of the states
and a "federal" distribution of authority among states and between states and their "general" union.
Citizens seemed to have two allegiances and many commitments to a variety of political associations.
These definitions, offered a new vision in the Great Debate. Nevertheless, they remained ambiguous,
making it especially important to attend closely to his description of America's political framework,
institutions, and civil association. As a result of his tutored appraisal of American voluntarism and
federalism, Tocqueville reformulated the most basic categories of political science. In this new political
science, Tocqueville recast ideas like nation, state, and republic, according to federal principles.42

The states, Tocqueville explained in Democracy, had developed from colonies, but the charters
they held did not create wholly autonomous, independent sovereignties. While the colonists had enjoyed
tremendous latitude in governing local affairs, they generally did not view themselves as individuals or
peoples in rebellion forming new nation-states. Their identities were shaped by loyalties to the mother
country and myriad local affinities. "They had not contracted the habit of governing themselves
completely" nor had they developed the "national prejudices" of autonomous polities, Tocqueville
explained.43 The league they later formed as confederated states was not a league of nations, but a union
that encompassed this plurality of identities and affiliations.44

Federalism brought a different orientation to nationhood, civil society, and politics. Federal
agreements united existing polities with covenantal relationships, forming associations of associations and
individuals by creating a framework in which an individual might be a party to several covenants
simultaneously. Such associations combine to achieve common purposes according to the federal
principle, a method of linking associations and individuals without destroying their existing obligations,
identities, or governing structure. In a federal enterprise, individuals would have many commitments and
a complex — perhaps even a plural — sense of their identity as a people.

The public arena of politics not only must accommodate and coordinate an increasingly diverse
population; individuals must also find substantial opportunities for negotiating their personal diversity in
their public activities. "Politics" would then necessarily touch the inner sanctum of private commitments.
But government would not wholly encompass the private as in the totalitarian regime Tocqueville feared.
Instead a federal view of politics captured the public and private dimensions of existence, including
government, civil society, and the private arena of kin and colleagues as its concern. "Politics" happened
in public and private life, in voluntary and compulsory activities, and in personal and collective choices.

Tocqueville offered much empirical evidence to support this understanding of federalism and its
covenantal origins in the New England town. But there was another understanding of the federal union —
as a compact among sovereign states — that Tocqueville associated with very different tendencies toward
voluntarism and self-rule. These ideas were expressed by John C. Calhoun as a mixed theory of politics
in which an organically emergent aristocracy of the best created municipalities and states.45 Calhoun
viewed these "communities" as the truly legitimate polities. These organic communities formed
provisional unions by compacting for limited purposes.46 Tocqueville showed his readers that this mixture
of organic hierarchy and consent led to a very different conception of public life and association from a
polity based on consent.47

In opposition to Hamilton's plea for a federal system that spoke to citizens individually and in
association, Calhoun maintained that individuals within the states were represented only in their corporate
capacity in the federal union. The states' general government conferred no sense of national citizenship to
their various inhabitants. Consequently, the states were the only legitimate political associations of the
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various sovereign peoples who comprised them. The general government could claim nothing directly
from a citizen. Citizens were bound to obey a Congressional act only because their state had bound itself
and its citizens as a whole. Allegiance was owed to the state; obedience was owed directly to the state
government and indirectly to the general government formed by their state. Given the diversity of .
circumstances among the states and the consequent diverse forms of authority that had evolved within the
states, Calhoun insisted it could be no other way. A corporate body must speak for the interests of each
distinct political culture as a whole.48 The consent of all individuals, the moral equality of all individuals,
the conversion of natural liberty to civil liberty for all individuals — none of these was possible or
necessary in Calhoun's federalism.

Calhoun is known best for two contributions that he made to federal theory: his doctrine of
interposition and nullification and his idea that "concurring majorities," rather than the numerical majority
better represented the sentiments of a whole that had been fragmented by different interests. Tocqueville
analyzed each idea closely in Calhoun's writing and in his own observations of the public debates on
tariffs and abolition that revealed the Union's sectional divisions.49 In Democracy, Tocqueville criticized
Calhoun's depiction of the federal union as a league of sovereign states, while recognizing that the thesis
of interposition and nullification exposed actual vulnerabilities of federal systems. From Tocqueville's
perspective, the problem of federalism was not as Calhoun described it; individuals within the states could
unite as one people without abandoning or destroying their existing political association — if those
political associations were themselves federal in character.

Individuals, Tocqueville asserted, could participate in more than one government concurrently.
Citizens could even ally themselves most fervently with their town or parish or with their state
governments and still understand themselves as one people, as Americans. Certainly the Revolutionary
War and foreign affairs increased the Americans' sense of national citizenship, but much about the
domestic scene also contributed to an American political culture. This sense of an American character
and culture and the reality of a national government with national objectives could co-exist with states
that retained the right of "determining the civil and political competency of the citizens, of regulating the
reciprocal relations of the members of the community, and of dispensing justice — rights which are
general in their nature, but do not necessarily appertain to the national government."50 But these aspects
of sovereignty could only reside in the states if the foundations of state citizenship were compatible with
the foundations of national citizenship.

The mixture of organic hierarchy within the states and consent between states led to very different
conceptions of government, associations, and public life from a federalism that involved consent-based
arrangements at every point of social organization. American political culture and the culture peculiar to
an organically emergent society could not be logically combined. Americans, Tocqueville found,
"acknowledged the moral authority of the reason of the community;" Americans "believe that a man by
following his own interest, rightly understood, will be led to do what is just and good. They hold that
every man is born in possession of the right of self-government, and that no one has the right of
constraining his fellow creatures to be happy. They have all a lively faith in the perfectibility of man ...
and they admit that what appears to them today to be good, may be superseded by something better
tomorrow."51 These are not the assumptions of natural hierarchy and organically based political
authority."

The objections that Calhoun raised against the general government did not involve a contest
between a federal and national vision for the union, so much as they pitted two visions of liberty against
each other, federal liberty and natural subjection. Interposition and nullification might be used to secure
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the liberties of citizens within associations formed by coiisent (as it had been by Jefferson and Madison
in the Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions against the Alien and Sedition Acts). But a state veto might
also be used to defend a way of life in an organically emergent polity that assumed natural inequality and
natural subjection, not consent for its foundations.53 Likewise the idea of "concurring majorities" and
other voting rules and forms of representation (including preference voting, super majorities, and
proportional representation) offer ways of reconciling differences into common policies, but they can only
go so far.54 "Society can exist," as Tocqueville pointed out, only when people "consider a great number of
things under the same aspect, when they hold the same opinions upon many subjects, and when the same
occurrences suggest the same thoughts and impressions to their minds."55 Covenants necessarily articulate
themselves to individuals as well as to the associations that individuals devise. Covenants originate with
individual will; even the response to a grace that cannot be willed, must be a matter of choice. Once a
covenant is assumed, its bonds imply a radical social and political transformation, one which Calhoun
believed the United States had not and should not make. A union among peoples with such different
views of slavery and liberty could not long endure.

In Tocqueville's view, the Union, as a creation of the United States Constitution, could be viewed
as "an accident that would only last as long as circumstances favor it."56 The Union existed "principally in
the law which formed it," and that law was being interpreted in at least two ways.57 The Union either
formed a government of governments or it formed a government by, for, and of "the people," who acted
upon society individually and collectively, through their governments and civil associations.58

Tocqueville described the true spirit of American government as the latter, "the slow and quiet action of
society upon itself."

Tocqueville called this "regular state of things ... founded upon the enlightened will of the
people" republican. The American style of republicanism combined the extended and compound
associational forms that Madison described, it was a federal matrix of individuals, their townships and
civil associations, states, and general government, "a conciliatory government, under which resolutions
are allowed time to ripen, and in which they are deliberately discussed, and are executed only when
mature."59 The Union depended on the voluntary consent of the states, Tocqueville explained; its federal
character depended on voluntarism throughout its governments and diverse communities.

The voluntarism that Tocqueville observed was substantial, but the institution of slavery and the
principles of an organic society were antithetical to federal principles. Federal principles were permitting
society to work on itself, to abolish ideas of subjection that were incompatible with federal liberty. When
Tocqueville wrote, even that feat, it seemed, might be accomplished voluntarily; we know, of course, that
it was not to be so. When political circumstances demand a choice between the two meanings of the
federal union, force settled the dispute, but only provisionally. For the covenantal ethos and the federal
frame of government to persist in the form that Tocqueville described in 1830, citizens would have to
sustain the institutions and ideas of a voluntary society in government and civic life.

Federal principles and voluntarism persisted beyond the dissolution and reconstruction of the
Union. Covenantal thinking continued to shape the character of American federalism through the
activities of a society working on itself in the voluntary associations of civil society. The federal
framework, as Tocqueville perceived, depended on legal fictions made real only through their actual use.
The Union, he observed was an ideal nation, existing only in the mind.60 Political practice determined the
relationship of the states to the Union and the status of citizens within each arena of political action. Such
political activity ultimately revealed the citizens' views of liberty, equality, duty, and right, as well as the
institutions they had designed according to these beliefs. In the daily practice of self-government, citizens
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enacted these ideas through voluntary associations, intermediate institutions that enabled the federal
framework to promote self-government by presenting means and opportunities for citizen action.
Tocqueville encountered these principles at work in commercial as well as in the civil and political
associations of American society.

Voluntary Associations in Nineteenth Century America

Ultimately, no feature of American society impressed Tocqueville more than its spirit of
voluntarism. Americans achieved an unparalleled variety of economic and political ends without state
coercion, through its civil, commercial, and political associations. Tocqueville searched anxiously for the
"government" responsible for public action, but that kind of government did not exist.61 In America,
Tocqueville said, "it is never by recourse to a higher authority that one seeks success, but by an appeal to
individual powers working in concert."62 Tocqueville was shown that the governmental bodies to which
citizens turned were based on federal principles. Bodies such as the township had evolved from the
voluntary activities that created the commonwealth. Other units of government were also often the direct
result of colonial voluntarism and, even when they were not, they were at least coeval with this
orientation. In truth, American government itself appeared to be an association: a matrix of citizens and
their governmental and voluntary associations. Together, the evolution of voluntary practices and
institutional forms of collective decision-making spelled out a society governing itself, for itself.63

In his conversations with German immigrant and author of the Encyclopedia Americana, Francis
Lieber, Tocqueville learned that "the republic is everywhere, in the streets as much as in the Congress."64

Lieber described the ephemeral associations that form around common concerns ranging from impassible
roads to public ceremonies and festivals. Tocqueville used Lieber's examples to illustrate America's
reliance on its citizens' self-organizational capacities, explaining in his own words how people responded
to a stalled vehicle in traffic." Neighbors and other travelers formed an "extemporaneous assembly," to
assist the carriage driver, Tocqueville explained. They remedied the situation "before anybody has
thought of recurring to a pre-existing authority superior to that of the persons immediately concerned."66

"Politics" concerned common problem solving in daily life.

In addition to permanently established public organizations such as townships, cities, and other
units of government, Tocqueville distinguished three forms of voluntary associations: political, civil, and
commercial associations, representing the main arenas in which political liberty could be publicly
expressed: electoral politics, civic life, and commercial ventures. These forms of association were
interdependent, teaching lessons that could be transferred from one arena of public and private life to
another. All forms of voluntary associations depended on specific constitutional provisions including
rights of assembly and expression, a free press, and universal suffrage.67 Voluntary associations also
depended directly on provisions for the enforcement of private contracts and, more generally, on the
covenantal perspective that all individual right includes a social dimension.68 Even in commercial
associations, an individual right to enter a contract carried with it the obligation to consider the effects of
private finance on the public good.

Commercial Associations

Material interests provided a significant motivation for collective action from the earliest days of
American colonization. Trading companies financed colonial settlement and Reformed Protestants of all
types found their beliefs were conducive to commercial enterprise and material prosperity. Striving
behavior, the hallmark of New England settlements, joined emerging doctrines of mercantile capitalism to
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promote stunning advances in human as well as economic development.69 In Puritan cosmology and
politics, prosperity was often used as a sign that Providence favored the activities of the community;
economic decline occasioned Jeremiads to revive the community's commitment to founding religious and
political principles.70

In the America that Tocqueville visited, the chance for material gain motivated participation in
commercial, civil, and political associations as citizens recognized that they shared these interests with
others and found that they could benefit from their assistance. Self-interest played an important role in all
types of civic engagement, but concern for material welfare could result in two related, yet contrasting
effects in democracy.

When citizens coordinated their efforts for gain with others, Tocqueville suggested, they might
learn more about the citizens on whom their welfare depended. The activities involved in contracting to
improve one's material state could promote an interest in others and an on-going concern for the political
conditions that made their entrepreneurial ventures possible. While self-interest might not lead citizens to
see others as ends rather than mere means to the greater collective prosperity in which they all hoped to
share, it provided the initial impetus toward a partial, if not always a completely proper, understanding of
self-interest.

The material objectives, organizational form, and entrepreneurial lessons learned in commercial
associations influenced the development and use of other types of associations as well Political and civil
associations could take a creative, entrepreneurial approach in tapping social networks and managing
social capital. Knowledge of markets, hierarchies, and collective organizational forms learned in business
could be translated into political and civil arenas. Although the effects of civil and political associations
must be evaluated by measures other than profit and loss, commercial associations also had much to teach
citizens about the political bottom line.

The citizen's desire for material comfort could have a negative impact on civic virtue as well,
however. An excessive drive for material gain tended to isolate citizens, narrow their views of their
interests, and limit the objects of their political participation to government interventions that might limit
commercial risk. Material concerns could promote "a taste for physical gratification" that causes "secret
disquietude . . . anxiety, fear, and regret."71

When the private benefits of collective action were obscure, material interest provided an
insufficient foundation for enlightening citizens about their civic duties. The weakness of the human
heart, egoistic interest, could not be combated by the coordination of mutual material interests alone.
Materialism and possessive individualism were also related to religious skepticism and these factors
interacted in an inflationary downward spiral.72 Demands for uniform laws and government regulation
accompanied extreme individualism and decline in civic activity, ultimately leading to the mild
bureaucratic tyranny Tocqueville called democratic despotism.73

Material interests alone were, thus, not enough to maintain the vitality of public life. Although
they were superficially the result of intersecting "interests," political and civil associations were also the
dividends of feelings and ideas. Federal institutions and covenantal thinking enabled passions, ideas, and
interests to inspire the lasting bonds of an engaged civil society.74
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Political and Civil Associations

Tocqueville portrayed political and civil associations as similar in their lessons, if not in their
objectives. As Tocqueville saw it, American political parties and the temperance league were "free
schools" of self-government. Both types of organizations taught the mechanics of organizations and the
habits of self-reliance, tolerance, and a right understanding of self-interest.75 Both types of associations
coordinated the actions of those with similar interests, promoted negotiations and reciprocity, and, by
building coalitions, taught individuals to see their interests in terms of a broader set of public concerns.
Both types of associations encouraged a demeanor that facilitated common action, offered experience that
refined political judgment, and encouraged trust in representative government. They differed in their
objectives, but their means and, ultimately, their objectives were closely related. Civil associations were
means for directly remedying common problems through spontaneous or long-term self-organizing

efforts. Political associations offered a medium for effecting collective decisions backed by the coercive
powers of government.

For Tocqueville, this spirit of self-help pervaded and defined the American style of self-
government. In America, citizens developed habits of self-reliance and public-mindedness through
practical experience. These habits encouraged citizens to determine which problems to solve voluntarily
and which to address through government. In Tocqueville's words, "The citizen of the United States is
taught from infancy to rely upon his own exertions in order to resist the evils and the difficulties of life;
he looks upon the social authority with an eye of mistrust and anxiety, and he claims its assistance only
when he is unable to do without it."76 Citizens might solicit the authority of government when voluntary
cooperation failed, but even the compulsory powers of government seemed infused with a sense of
common enterprise.

To be effective, civil associations not only had to make problems known, they also needed to offer
forums for deliberation and, when appropriate, the means for addressing public problems through
voluntary action. If voluntary action was inadequate, civil associations relied on various public forums to
prevail on government to address the problem. Political associations created these forums and offered
access to the arena of electoral politics.77 But a politics based on voluntarism required appropriate
political forums for discussion and institutional change. Civil associations must have the means to
influence governments and political parties must offer a medium through which citizens participate in
government. Otherwise, self-organization promoted discontent, but offered no relief. In Tocqueville's
view, nothing was more dangerous to self-government than agitation without real prospects for resolving
issues.

In America, political associations had taken form as political parties that sustained, rather than
undermined the authority of government. The parties had this effect because they offered a forum
through which self-governing people could use their government if voluntary solutions proved
inadequate. To offer a viable forum for self-government, political parties depended on effective civil
associations and effective government. Political parties were only able to represent conflicting views
without resorting to civil war if republican government seemed credible. Successful civil associations
encouraged this belief. Effective voluntary action not only taught citizens to discern the appropriate
arenas for addressing problems, their successes indicated what reasonable expectations they could have of
representative government. Political parties could be more serviceable when their activities matched
these reasonable goals for government. In such a setting, political parties could avoid becoming factions
focused on a limited set of irreconcilable demands. Political associations could take shape as great
political parties that formed around the enduring questions facing democratic nations.78
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Political parties redirect individual interests toward a broader set of public concerns. The parties,
Tocqueville said, developed leaders for every level of political life and, in tandem with civil associations,
helped shape the agenda for public problem solving. To the extent that political parties and civil
associations used a mentality of curious inquiry in shaping the public agenda, deliberation had the
character of a public discussion, rather than a strategic debate. The quality of public discussion indicated
the viability of self-governing institutions. In large part, the orientation of this public discussion came
from an unlikely source, the courtroom.

Law and Jurisprudence as a Covenantal Forum

Law acted directly on the development of political culture and also, indirectly influenced a
people's cultural orientation. American law, Tocqueville wrote, encouraged public spiritedness and a
sense of patriotism that filled out the civic virtue produced by religion's simple ideas and enlightened
interest.79 Where a people governed themselves by the rule of law, not natural status, the law was elevated
to the status of moral precepts. All those trained in law became its ministers, and the language of law
permeated every part of society and every aspect of daily life.80 America's public spirit was stimulated
when citizens took part in government, engaged in public problem solving, and actuated their sovereignty
through the rule of law.81

In equity proceedings, jurists and litigants engaged in processes that approximated the norms of
curious inquiry, reaching mediated settlements that were often monitored for long periods of time while
settlements were re-evaluated and modified. Although he paid less attention to equity arrangements than
to other juridical institutions, the conclusions that Tocqueville drew about American law, convey the
importance of participation, mediation, and the application of rules to specific circumstances of a case.
The law acted as a school for civic education because litigants, judges, and juries shared in resolving legal
contests.

Legal habits were carried beyond the courtroom, Tocqueville explained, whenever the general
citizenry was engaged in legal proceedings. Where disputes were settled by law, any political question
could become a judicial question. In the resulting litigious political culture, Americans "are obliged to
borrow, in their daily controversies, the ideas, and even the language, peculiar to judicial proceedings."
Democratic government generally encouraged legal training for public servants and they also introduced
legal customs and techniques into public affairs. The premier democratic legal institution, jury trial,
extended the habits of legal thinking to all. "The language of the law thus becomes ... a vulgar tongue;
the spirit of the law, which is produced in the schools and courts of justice gradually penetrates beyond
their walls into the bosom of society, where it descends to the lowest classes, so that at last the whole
people contract the habits and the tastes of the judicial magistrate."82

The institutional arrangement of the jury placed the direction of society in the hands of citizens.83

The law, which was always compelling as an exercise in force, was further empowered in the manner of
its execution. When citizens took part in judicial decision-making, they were encouraged to acquire the
virtues of reciprocity, fair-mindedness, and sympathetic understanding. In all of these ways, the law
educated the public that used it.

In Tocqueville 's view, jury service was, like voluntary associations, a free school in the science of
self-government.84 In each type of association, citizens received instruction in collective decision-making,
rules of assembly, and civil and legal discourse. Jury trials explicitly employed the capacities of citizens
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to render judgment in a way that revealed law's moral foundations to all. These foundations were the
subject of broad debate when Tocqueville visited America.

In 1829, around sixty five years after it had been written, Thomas Jefferson's treatise on
Christianity and common law was published. Jefferson's work offered a well-reasoned disavowal of
Christianity as the basis of common law. His essay argued for a view of law as a purely rational exercise
that gained assent in a time when charges of favoritism challenged the moral foundations of equity
jurisprudence. During a time of expanding claims to land, demographic change, and growing populism,
lawyers and the law appeared to be the tools of an encrusted elite, swindlers, and unscrupulous real estate
developers.85 Fairness seemed to demand the technical, uniform application of rules, not discretionary
judgments.86 Jefferson's essay surfaced amidst the confluence of three streams in American legal thought
that were changing course and eroding the traditional ground of moral virtue and the law's covenantal
foundations. Common law jurisprudence eclipsed the practice of equity courts, legal methodology
increasingly emphasized purely technical practices, and Christian justice no longer reigned uncontested as
law's foundation.

Against this background of change, Tocqueville asserted that law must be more than a technical
exercise. In jury service, if law were to imbue "all classes with a respect for the thing judged and with the
notion of right," as Tocqueville hoped, legal proceedings must expose the community's sense of justice
and right as more than expedient means for accomplishing ephemeral goals. While the ideational
foundation of federal institutions changed, Tocqueville's cautionary words about the vulnerabilities of
self-government often sounded only a distant knell on the breakwaters of the democratic tide.

The Vulnerabilities of Voluntary Societies

Tocqueville was told many times how difficult it was to establish the ideas and institutions of self-
government. He recorded a note in his journal about his conversation with Massachusetts State Senator
Francis Calley Gray in which Gray told him that it is much harder to establish municipal institutions than
great political assemblies. Municipalities were more than a form of government; they included a spirit of
common inquiry and collective choice that only gradually took hold as a matter of culture. These habits
were essential to self-government, but they were only acquired by practice. Gray represented habitual
self-government as the American cultural inheritance, claiming that;

Even our children never turn to their masters. They manage everything among themselves, and
there is no one of fifteen years old who has not performed a juror's functions a hundred times. I
make no doubt that the humblest man of the people at Boston has a more truly parliamentary
spirit, and is more accustomed to public discussion than the greatest number of your deputies.
But then we have worked for two hundred years to create this spirit, and we had the English
spirit and a completely republican religion as points of departure.87

In contrast, "Europeans," Tocqueville was told by Francis Lieber, "think we can make republics
by organizing a great political assembly." In contrast, America's "republicanism," did not begin and end
with representative elections. American federalism contrasted with the classical republicanism in which
political authority was transferred from the public person of the sovereign to the public acting for itself
through its representatives. America was consociational and compound and defined republican
government according to voluntary activity that "grows . . . from the roots of the whole society."88 Its
governments might be comprised of representative officers, but it could not adequately be understood as a
ruling state operating within a narrow conception of national politics.
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Tocqueville was in America during the debate on tariffs and free trade that was carried out in two
conventions, which supplied the empirical test of all he had heard about political associations and self-
government. The enemies of protective tariff met as the Free Trade Convention in Philadelphia, and the
Friends of Domestic Industry held their convention simultaneously in New York. To Tocqueville the
conventions represented "the most extreme consequence of the dogma of the sovereignty of the people.
"Of all that I have seen in America," he confided in his journal, "it is this convention which has most
struck me as being, [for France], a dangerous and impractical consequence of the sovereignty of the
people." But Tocqueville's American informants prevailed on him to understand the role of federal
institutions in rendering such associations beneficial.89 Charles Jared Ingersoll especially tried to persuade
Tocqueville of the advantageous aspects of even the most exuberant of political gatherings. The dangers
of violent insurrections are less to be feared, Ingersoll argued, as long as individuals could express
political opinions in public discourse. "As long as men have freedom to talk," he told Tocqueville, "it is
odds against their taking action." Ingersoll maintained that in America, "the object of the Convention is
not to act, but to persuade; it represents an opinion, an interest, and does not set out to represent the nation
which is there, all complete, in Congress." In other words, the convention was an additional deliberative
body, but not a government. "The Convention [in contrast with the Congress] starts," Ingersoll
contended, "from the assumption that it does not represent the majority, but wishes to act on public
opinion and change the persuasion of the majority."

The public nature of discourse in the non-governmental assembly was, for Ingersoll, its most
important quality. When Tocqueville asked why newspapers could not perform the same function as a
convention in influencing opinion, Ingersoll was instructive in his response. Not only was an assembly
more powerful than "an obscure journalist," Ingersoll told him, "there are some opinions which, although
they are shared by a minority, would forever be suppressed by the majority, unless, besides the public
assemblies which express the all-powerful wishes of the majority, there were not meetings (thus
reinforced by the moral power given by numbers) which argued for the interests of the minority, and
which acted not by laws, but by speeches designed to win over the majority itself."90 Public assemblies
designed for reflection and discussion could defeat the insidious workings of a censorious majority or
authoritative oligarchy. A people solving its problems in public through voluntary assembly had a
character that differed entirely from the secret meetings of rebellious factions or the silence that implied
consent, until the shock of revolution proved otherwise. A country intent on protecting this arena of civic
discourse might, in fact, wish to defend against the more notable journalist or mass media that shaped
opinion in the absence of discourse.

These were compelling arguments, but Tocqueville saw the danger in over-generalizing the
American experience with such associations.91 Perhaps he was thinking of the Old Regime and
Revolutionary France when he asked Ingersoll to imagine "a people not entirely accustomed to the rule of
laws and the reign of persuasion; grant it passions and great political interests; allow that besides the
majority that makes the laws, there arises a minority which is only concerned with the preamble and stops
short at the recital, and you will see what happens to public order." For most people, Tocqueville
asserted, the steps that enable a true meeting of minds, including procedures for equitable public
deliberations were wearisome obstacles to the multitude's power. Tocqueville saw a different potential in
the conventions: strategic deliberations designed for dominance, not discussion. "Do you not see," he
asked, "that in the minds of almost all men there is but a step, and the easiest step of all to take, between
proving that a thing is good — and carrying it out?" The mental stance and institutions of federalism
enabled political gatherings to influence society positively. Federalism in government assemblies created
a context for discussion that contrasted favorably with the highly concentrated power of the French
national assembly.
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In the United States, the rules of government assemblies also structured the discourse of public
problem-solving in ways that reflected America's voluntaristic orientation. These assemblies were
deliberative bodies with a culture of curious inquiry that differed considerably from the zero-sum debates
that so often characterize "deliberation" today. The mental stance of covenanting included exploration,
questioning, listening, and hearkening to a greater command for mutual regard than that demanded by
enlightened interest. These behaviors defined curious inquiry in personal and collective reflection and
choice. As a norm of public communication, curious inquiry enlarged the thinking of individuals in a
world that prized consent. Majorities could not simply overpower other perspectives; respect and
mutuality prevailed where covenants united but opinions differed. The social learning that Tocqueville
associated with the deliberations of voluntary associations and governments reflected this norm of
communication in the citizens' expanded sense of mutual obligation in collective choice and action.

But Tocqueville worried that for some political questions it was unclear what group actually
represented a majority. Where the majority was silent, every party could lay claim to a majority's moral
authority. Those who make a convincing case, notwithstanding their actual non-majoritarian status, could
easily speak for "the people" without representing them. Those who could dominate were expected to
curb their strength and respect differences. An assembly dominated by strategic discourse was likewise
assumed to respect established authority and democratic processes in the world beyond the convention
hall, "on account of this metaphysical consideration that the Convention's function is to enlighten opinion
and not coerce it, to counsel and not to act." These were naive hopes, Tocqueville argued, except,
perhaps, in the American context.

Ingersoll acknowledged that conventions might be perilous for France identifying the cause of
factious conventions there with government centralization and the "concentration of the whole of France
in Paris." He admitted "a factious assembly held in Paris could have a destructive power over the whole
State."92 The important variable remained the arena of discourse that federalism enabled. Federalism
must enable respublica, a civic order that was a truly "public thing." If a minority or majority faction
captured the public arena, conventions would be sites of repression and rebellion, not discussion. In the
absence of federal ideas and institutions, res publica might be little more than a cloak for factions that
threatened to rule the public realm as their private possession.93 In the presence of powerful public media,
federal ideas and institutions could falter when public media amplified strategically formed opinions and
civil discourse fell silent.

Tocqueville drew on these conversations when he discussed the role of great political parties in
Democracy.94 The strategic discourse of factions presented one threat to respublica; unmediated mass
opinion and action was another danger. Without great political parties, Tocqueville argued, public
opinion is fractured into "a thousand minute shades of difference upon questions of detail."95 Rather than
inspiring citizens to participate in a greater number of parties, unmediated expressions of opinion
depressed the citizens' desire to participate at all. In such a setting, political participation would seem to
be very distant from the immediate concerns of daily life; few opinions were articulated which parties
might refine and those that were, seemed impossible to reconcile. If policy choices multiplied, but were
not organized, citizens quickly abandoned the hope that they might influence the policy process. Not only
were citizens less able to take a role in representative government when parties decline, they lost the
common ground of political ideas that only public expression can create.

As members of civil and political associations met and deliberated, Tocqueville maintained, their
ideas assumed a more exact and explicit form. Both types of associations demanded that individual's set
their views before the public. If public expression itself were not enough to motivate clear thinking and
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clear communication, the ensuing negotiation of positions would have this effect. Public negotiations
and deliberation not only helped refine and combine individual views, but also helped individuals develop
a way of thinking that transcended their specific interests.96 This public logic of inquiry represented the
public philosophy of federal liberty in activities of self-government.

Great parties could help each generation find the appropriate balance between its desire for liberty
and love of equality; great parties could bridge the divide between individual right and community good.
While political parties compete for the power to represent their constituents' more transitory interests,
they seek electoral success without waging war on the Constitution or attempting to destroy the structure
of society.97 When competing views can be reconciled without factional conflict, majority and minority
political parties gain considerable moral power, strengthening the citizens' attachments to government as
a whole. Through political parties each generation employed their idea of civic virtue - federal liberty,
the concept of "doing good," or enlightened interest - to sustain a developing federal framework to fit the
changing circumstances of democracy.

Tocqueville concluded that the public philosophy associated with federalism and federal liberty
produced objectives and results of self-organization that offered a striking contrast to the factions of
European politics. Associations in America promoted the habits, mentality, and knowledge that sustain a
self-governing society. In Europe, Tocqueville asserted, associations were viewed "as a weapon which is
to be hastily fashioned and immediately tried in a conflict." Associations may be formed for discussion,
but its members always had action in mind. While action may start within the bounds of law, Tocqueville
saw no reason why citizens would view the legal course as the only legitimate means of success. In
Europe, an organization established as a party or civil association was often, in reality, an army.

Political and civil associations had taken this form in Europe, Tocqueville showed, because
minority views had no hope of being represented in government. This reality was particularly distressing
in France where the inability to reconcile contesting views peacefully made nascent civil engagement the
object of government oppression. When self-organization has proved dangerous, Tocqueville argued,
governments limit the right of association and free expression. Political associations were forced to meet
in secret and the constant threat of exposure led them to adopt "the habits and maxims of military life." In
this environment, civil associations no longer have a purpose; only political associations could be
effective. But the most likely effect of a secret, militaristic political association was war. By curtailing
the liberty of association, government not only further diminished legitimate means for influencing
government, its actions also produced associations whose organizational form taught lessons of command
and control instead of self-government.

American civil and political associations had adopted a form that imitated America's compound
republican framework. French organizations similarly conformed to what the government framework
offered. In the French case, political associations were centralized, with a small number of leaders
directing their efforts. Organizational members, Tocqueville said, professed doctrines of passive
obedience and upon joining the organization, relinquished the exercise of their own judgment.98 In these
circumstances, Tocqueville found little reason to expect that rebellions would replace oppression with
liberty; in these associations, the habits of freedom were impossible to learn.

The Lessons of American Federalism

In politics, religion, and philosophy, in economic relations, family life, and the deepest recesses of
the human soul, a continuous process of compression and leveling — equalizing in all of its
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manifestations — brought parity and regularity, tolerance and indifference, fairness and conformity to all
| manner of things — ideas as well as actions, choices and conditions. This "most ancient and permanent
trend in history," the democratic revolution of increasing social equality offered an analytical foundation
and controlling motif in Tocqueville's major political writings, from Democracy in America through his
political biography, Recollections, to his master work, The Old Regime and the Revolution.

From the Protestant Reformation that advanced a theology of moral equality to the republican
doctrines of the eighteenth-century revolutions, religious belief, political philosophy, and governing
institutions were brought into alignment with the imperatives of equality. The desire for greater equality,
Tocqueville said, leveled society with a power as irresistible as any natural force. Each increase in
equality conditioned habits of thinking and acting that made even greater social leveling desirable,
lending an inflationary quality to equality's progress. Equality had an inescapable hold on history, not
only because each material change made greater equality possible, but also because the principles that
justified the destruction of privilege possible, but also because the principles that justified the destruction
of privilege made remaining material and political inequalities indefensible.

Not every expression of equality profited humanity and not every public philosophy advanced the
benefits of equality over its destructive potential. As social equality increased, not only inequality, but
difference itself could become intolerable. Demands for uniformity, Tocqueville feared, would
undermine right, the original object of equality, and individual agency would capitulate to a tutelary state
that administered a homogeneous mass society. How people reconciled their society to the democratic
tied determined "whether the principle of equality is to lead them to servitude or freedom, to knowledge
or barbarism, to prosperity or wretchedness."99 Self-government required that democratic polities make a
practical commitment to liberty as great as their love of equality. But equality was more easily
established, more permanent, and Tocqueville thought, more readily worshipped than liberty.

France, Tocqueville believed, suffered the results of breaking bonds of affinity as well as the
bondage of class in its democratic transformation. The French Revolution destroyed the mutual
dependencies of the Old Regime, but failed to create productive relationships and a new basis of social
obligation. America presented an alternative scenario; there, ideas and customs placed liberty on par with
equality, assuring that private rights were exercised for public purposes.

Tocqueville observed the close practical connection between federal institutional design and
federal liberty in his evaluation of American voluntarism. Citizens could not be expected to sustain the
public philosophy of federal liberty without institutional arrangements that enabled them to implement
their good intentions. Citizens could hardly be credited with the power to give and withhold consent
unless their institutional arrangements promoted continuous civic engagement in the arenas where law
and policy were made and enacted, and where judicial opinions were taken and appealed. Likewise,
federal institutions could not provide sufficient limitations on political authority without a covenanting
ethos. Yet religion's simple ideas would not necessarily play a positive indirect role in public life unless
individuals could examine belief in light of experience. Social conditions, mores, customs, and laws — in
short, institutions and ideas — shaped the course of the democratic revolution.

Few writers gave equal weight to all of these factors in the eye of French manifestations of the
democratic revolution or in the subsequent intellectual and political maelstrom of the "Great Debate."
Physiocrats hoped for institutional arrangements and rational actors to enact abstract processes of social
transformation. "Men of Letters" and "Political Men" (as Tocqueville called the distant philosophic
observers and those who often acted without theory) of the Revolution hoped that grand ideas would
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usher in the grander political schemes of a totalizing state. The adversaries of the Great Debate also, in
their own ways, viewed institutions as controlling, within given social circumstances.

Against this background of grand theory and intellectual certainty, Tocqueville offered a radical
exposition and explanation of history and politics that emphasized contingency and probability. Even in
the saga of "Providential" increases of equality, many endings were possible, the potentially predictable
was not inevitable, and the undesirable consequences of equality might be avoided. In all that might be
said about institutions, social conditions, laws, mores, customs, beliefs, and ideas and the ways that these
parameters conditioned habits of thought and action, choice, for Tocqueville, nevertheless remained a
possibility. Human existence was neither entirely determined, nor entirely free; the choices of every
individual were circumscribed by a "fatal circle," but within "the wide verge of that circle he is powerful
and free." In a similar way, communities were also bounded, but not entrapped in their history or present
condition. 100 Citizens who would choose self-government over servitude needed an orientation to politics
that confessed the contingency of the democratic will.

In this orientation, revolutionary experience was surely not enough; Tocqueville even questioned
whether participation in the on-going activities of political life would sustain a self-governing society.
Common action, he said, called for a minimally common framework for interpreting experience. On-
going collective activity also required a framework of communicating different understandings and so,
amending the interpretive framework itself. But the psychology of democracy •— the desire for easy
answers and the impetus toward individualism — worked against a general concern for the public and its
problems. The motivations of democratic peoples often ran counter to a discourse in which shared
perspectives were consciously considered, created, and revised. The public philosophy evolving from
federal liberty's original immersion of civic virtue in religious currents tempered the philosophical
method that Tocqueville associated with democracy.

The nexus of enlightened interest and lived religious experience that Tocqueville described as
America's public philosophy permitted individuals to place themselves under a form of judgment without
relinquishing rights of conscience; in fact the covenantal form made conscious exploration central to its
authority.101 This remnant of Winthrop's conception of federal liberty motivated civic engagement; the
lessons learned in associational life, in turn, informed this public philosophy. As Tocqueville observed,
the American philosophical method was highly experiential.102 The virtue of this philosophical method lay
in preventing an indurate secular or ecclesiastical establishment, vapid patriotism, and soulless religiosity
from destroying public life and the life of the mind. The vulnerabilities of this method were perhaps less
obvious.

Federal institutions presume that citizens share principles, standards, and an understanding of
governing within the broad tradition of covenanting. The specific content of shared values and beliefs as
well as the shared understanding of the rules and collective processes of self-government might indeed be
minimal. Nevertheless, federal processes called for citizens who shared in a culture of curious inquiry,
submitting themselves to the ideals of collective judgment and consent, following the rules of their
assemblies in ways that reflected individual difference and shared experience. In politics, individuals
must willingly place themselves under the judgment of a collective authority of their own design. This
statement implies three further conditions: each individual consents to live by basic values by which
behavior will be evaluated, each agrees to behave accordingly, accepting penalties for violating this pact,
and each agrees to be part of the process of judging the behavior of others. This last condition is perhaps
the most crucial to the idea of self-rule — and it is the most often ignored in celebrations of the sort of
voluntarism and growing social capital with which Tocqueville's discussion of American voluntarism is
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usually identified. But consent-based societies demand this most critical of capacities as a precondition
to trust and self-reliance.

The Puritans talked in terms of watchfulness and loving admonition. Tocqueville cautioned .
against any nostalgic return to a former era whose ideas and institutions seem better than our own.
Instead he encouraged us to look to the past for general ideas that may be shaped to our own time. At the
core of federal theology and politics were expressions of humility, grace, contingency, imperfection, and
hope. Their institutions reflected an alignment to circumstances understood in these terms; their
governing documents articulate patient processes over finality. These ideas and their orientation to the
fragility of life and life plans is well worth our reflection.
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circumstances" (144). Circumstances call for different applications of these general principles: "Since the nature and condition
of ... an activity so far as persons, things, circumstances, place, or time are concerned ... may be diverse, inconstant, and
changeable, i t is not possible for proper law to acknowledge one and the same disposition of common law for everything and in
everything" (145). Justice, equity, and piety, moreover, demand that proper laws be subject to scrutiny and change. "Unless
proper laws are changed with the changing circumstances because of which they broadly exist, they become wicked and attain
neither to the equity of the second table of the Decalogue nor the piety of the first" (148). If laws are out of touch with human
circumstance, "they cease to contain the common foundation of r ight reason" (148).

27 Elazar , Covenant and Commonwealth, 316. E lazar contrasts the differences be tween Al thus ius ' s federal polity and modern
views of t he state, " In a j u s t society, there mus t be an appropriate conceptualization of r ight and r ights for relat ionships within
each different k ind of mora l communi ty wi th appropriate means of enforcement M o d e m political thought successfully'
attacked the problem by provid ing means of enforcement but, in the process, rejected a more complex v iew of w h a t constitutes
just ice or r ight , a v i ew based upon an unders tanding of the different forms of association in which h u m a n s are involved,
recognizing the fact tha t all such associat ions established on the basis of covenant include the dimensions of jus t ice and r ight
and establish or systematize relat ionships upon wh ich appropriate theories of r ights and r ights enforcement can be based"
(324).

28 Althusius, Politica, 19-20. The right communicated was in some aspect common to all associations, in some ways particular
to the nature and necessities of each type of association, and in some ways peculiar to a specific association. For example,
"mutual benevolence" was communicated in the collegium, "mutual concord" was communicated in the city. On this point,
see also translator Frederick Carney's introduction to Althusius, Politica, xvi.

2 9 E v e n w h e n associat ions were v i ewed as a product of necessity and, in that way, seemed "natural ," voli t ion w a s the true basis
of an association's existence. Necessity may dictate that some alternative be devised before collegium or family could be
voluntarily disbanded, but Althusius viewed the continued existence of associations — from families to sovereign
commonwealths — as a matter of choice. For a contemporary discussion that considers the different "spheres" in which right
might be communicated see Michael Walzer. 1983. Spheres of Justice: A Defense of Pluralism and Equality. New York: Basic
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Books. I find Althusius and Walzer's ideas are compatible in many respects, although Althusius's idea of communicating a
| right may encompass a broader view of justice than Walzer's ideal of distributive justice. Public and private associations
[differed primarily in terms of their authority, with "private" pertaining primarily to covenanted relations between and among
individuals or the procedures of groups that were voluntary in nature (although as covenanted relations, still binding) and
"public" concerning the domain of law and enforced compliance. But even in this case, the initial grounds for law's legitimacy
was consent through covenant. Public associations were defined territorially while ties that crossed geographic lines bound
private associations. Daniel Elazar points out that these distinctions allowed private associations to bridge and fill in the gaps
! of a purely territorial division of groups.

30 Althusius, Politico, 37. For Althusius the bond of all associations "is consensus, together with the trust extended and
accepted among the members of the commonwealth" (67). Sovereignty resides not in one person, but in the whole body politic
ordered in associations. The people — in their collective capacity in private and public associations create public right and
law, which is "the guiding light of civil hfe, the scale of justice, the preserver of liberty, a bulwark of public peace and
discipline, a refuge for the weak, a bridle for the powerful, and a norm and straightener of imperium" (80). Althusius
recognized that the prerogative of rule, imperium, was vulnerable to faults of rulers and subjects. He argued that individuals
stood a better chance against rapacious power if they were sheltered by private associations of their own making. For a time in
the early days of America's constitutional framing this view was widely held by advocates of confederation. The states
conferred citizenship on individuals and united for specific common goals, but acted for their inhabitants taken in their
collective capacity. Alexander Hamilton argued famously against this proposition in Federalist no. 15. Hamilton showed that
individuals within the states were disadvantaged when their interests were treated collectively in an arena of national politics.

! His analysis concluded with the idea of dual (national and state) citizenship that Americans enjoy today. Both ideas are federal
in form, but Althusius's design demands levels of trust and self-limitation in those who exercise the prerogatives of rule that
are seldom found. Hamilton's idea of dual citizenship nevertheless is fitted to a more complex matrix of relations among
associations and individuals. In the early formulation of federal institutions, dual citizenship did not connote levels of
government as it does today. Rather, citizenship — dual or otherwise — was framed by a more complex matrix of political
relationships incorporating public and private, government and society.

31 Federal political institutions must encourage serious efforts to find common ground and discourage the strategic discourse of
dominance and obedience. In this view, equals willingly consent to participate in public arenas, implying that withholding
consent is a public act as well. Several well-known implications for principles of civil disobedience and conscientious
objection flow from this observation. In the case of civil disobedience these have been summarized very clearly in the
definition of that term given by John Rawls: "a public, nonviolent, conscientious yet political act contrary to law usually done
with the aim of bringing about a change in the law or policies of the government" John Rawls. 1971. A Theory of Justice.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 364. But in a covenantal context there is more to the matter of public refusal and the
notion of "fidelity to law" usually associated with public notification and the acceptance of penalties for civil disobedience than
is captured in the way we think about those terms today. Covenantal refusal shows not only a willingness to accede to the rule
of law, but more significantly, fidelity to law in this case emphasizes the continuity of covenant.

32 Covenantal pacts were not abrogated by disagreements; the discourse-—loving consultation and admonition according to the
Cambridge Platform—continued as the logic of consensual bonds dictates. Separation, excommunication, secession, and
expulsion dissolved the church and political body and covenantal relations demanded that members not "remove and depart...
as they please, nor without just & weighty cause ... for as much as they are commanded, not to forsake the assembling of
themselves together. Cambridge Platform, in Williston Walker, ed. 1960 [1983]. The Creeds and Platforms of
Congregationalists. Boston: Pilgrim Press, Ch .13, Art 1 [19] 224-225. Difference was permissible, federal designs in fact
encouraged diversity, so long as the more basic agreement of covenant held. In this sense there is not a "once," and no "for
all" as in structures of rule. In mutual pacts, governance by covenant, we find amendment, innovation, and diversity.

33 Tocqueville, Democracy, 1: 62.

34 Tocqueville, Democracy, 1: 203.

35 See Herbert B. Adams (1898. "Jared Sparks and Alexis de Tocqueville," Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and
Political Science. 16:12 (December). Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press), which contains the correspondence
between Sparks and Tocqueville, including these questions and Sparks's specific replies along with his "Observations on the
Government of Towns in Massachusetts." Sparks and Tocqueville had met in Paris in 1828 when Sparks visited the French
Archives to collect materials on American history. Sparks wrote in his journal that he found it difficult to convey American
political culture in any depth to Tocqueville and Beaumont when they sought Sparks's help three years later. Sparks answered
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with what amounted to a monograph on the subjects about which they h a d inquired because no histories existed that really
addressed their questions. Writ ing the exposition was taxing Sparks said because "there are few things more difficult to write
intelligibly on a subject wh ich seems to the writer to be familiar to all, and about which nobody makes inquiries, because the
whole subject is treasured up among his first ideas, and is preserved fresh by every day ' s h a b i t In such a case i t is difficult to
discriminate between wha t a foreigner would at once comprehend, and what would be obscure a n d beyond the compass of his
knowledge" (8-9).

3 6 Sparks, " O n the Government of Towns in Massachusetts," 35.

37 Sparks, " O n the Government of Towns in Massachusetts ," 37.

38 Sparks, " On the Government of Towns in Massachusetts," 29. See also George Wilson Pierson. 1959. Tocqueville in
America N e w York: Anchor Books, 276. Sparks described the Plymouth colonists as in a state of nature as far as the rights and
forms of government were concerned. They agreed on their social and political regulations immediately upon their arrival in
the New World , establishing a simple republic managed by the power of the majority. Tocquevil le read that the colonists
operated on principles of political equality in an atmosphere of extensive local self-rule. Although the situation was more
complex than that, Sparks intended to emphasize the power of municipal governments, rather than the subtleties of the various
vot ing procedures and qualifications for citizenship. Repeatedly he told Tocqueville that whatever happened outside the
town—in the English Court or Parliament, at a colony-wide level of government or, later, in state legislatures—had little effect
on the existing municipal organizations. Within the limits of the town the people "were always a body politic, acting, under
certain restrictions, as an independent republic, in the regulation and control of their local affairs" (18).

39 Early state constitutions and state declarations of rights from the Massachusetts Body of Liberties, through Madison ' s
proposed amendments (1789) to the United States Constitution, through the "Bill of Rights" as it was adopted in 1791-1792 all
show a shared perspective on federal arrangements and covenant-type obligations. Civil liberty is the tranquility and stability of
Church and Commonweal th , the Massachusetts Body of Liberties declares; due process, equity in law, and the voluntary
principle are foundations of such liberty. Government exists to benefit the political body or "people" founding its institutions,
constitutions from Massachusetts to Pennsylvania to Virginia agree. Madison would have prefixed such a statement to the
United States Constitution if his first proposed amendment had passed; as it is we might think of the Declaration of
Independence as providing such a preamble. See Donald S. Lutz. 1988. The Origins of American Constitutionalism. Baton
Rouge: Louis iana State University Press and Donald S. Lutz, ed Colonial Origins of the American Constitution: A
Documentary History. Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, on this po in t This "people," we know from looking at the form of
government set out in these documents, meant a body, orderly assembled. Such bodies were not only governmental — "the
people in Congress assembled" — b u t also included the concourse of a people, in Madison ' s terms, "peaceably assembled and
consult ing for their c o m m o n good." James Madison 12 June 1789. "Proposed Amendments ," New York Daily Advertiser.
Amendment four, paragraph three. The rights of individuals are discussed and specified in each of these documents, bu t their
protection and security a lso came from establishing themselves as a body, and, as individuals, establishing themselves in
relationship to the collective governing bodies they had created.

40 I mean for this list to include safeguards against the tyranny of legislative bodies, e.g. "congress assembled" over the
"people," e.g. the body politic, and the tyranny of a majority, e.g. the political body, over a minority, another body, and any of
these collective forms over an individual. That is the nexus of concerns summarized by the te rm "civil l iberty" as i t is used in
discussions pertaining to the documents that I mention here. The discussion of a frame of government in these documents
indicates that all of these issues were topics of concern.

41 Tocqueville, Journey to America, 55.

42 Republican notions of civic obligation, and, more generally, the idea of consent-based obligations, raise several issues
concerning the meaning of sovereignty. In liberal discourse, the "sovereign self' appears as a unified, clearly bounded
individual with "bundles" of preferences and interests in pursuit of a "life plan." The individual is often depicted as in charge
of that plan to a degree that defies reality. See also Jean B. Elshtain. 1997. Real Politics at the Center of Everyday Life.
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 34. Tocqueville, I suggest here, had a more practical understanding of sovereignty
and self, one that reflects a federal sense of life in association, the life span as not wholly the product of individual choice, and
the life plan as similarly contingent

43 Tocqueville, Democracy, 1: 162-165.
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44 The meaning of sovereignty here can be contusing, since Tocqueville defined sovereignty as the right to make laws, defined
the sovereignty of the people as a society governing itself for itself, and made it clear that he thought colonial America
exhibited these characteristics from the first. Apparently absent from the beginning, too, was a sense that the capacity to
govern, including the capacity to legislate, could ever be unencumbered by antecedent obligations.

43 Calhoun's ideas are complex and incomplete on this point Calhoun set out his views on natural equality in his 1849 speech
concerning the Oregon Territory's disposition toward slavery. He intended to debunk the phrase "all men are created equal"
in the Declaration of Independence and, thus, to offer a very different theory of the origin of government as a basis for the US
Constitution from the covenant and natural rights orientation that the document would appear to represent. (See, John C.
Calhoun. 1992 [1848]. "Speech on the Oregon Bill," in Union and Liberty: The Political Philosophy of John C. Calhoun. Ross
M. Lence, ed. Indianapolis: Liberty Fund. pp. 539-570). Calhoun argued that the Declaration (and other documents in
America, England, and the Continent) started with the false premise of natural equality, The predicate of the more popular
version of the political aphorism, "men are born equal," was more exact than the philosopher's version, Calhoun asserted; only
Adam and Eve were created, all others were born into the world. Nevertheless, the proposition was false, because "men are not
born. Infants are bom." Human beings grow to adulthood and into political rights; they are born into subjection to parental
authority. The natural state was one of inequality and subjection, not equality and freedom. The author of the Declaration
failed to distinguish three states of human beings, the so-called natural state of individual isolation, the social state, and the
political state. The "state of nature," Calhoun insisted was a purely hypothetical notion, misnamed, because humanity's natural
state was actually one of society, not individual isolation — or equality. The social state was secured only by political force,
however, making the political state the truly natural state of human beings ("Speech on Oregon Bill," 566-567. See also
Calhoun's "A Disquisition on Government" in Lence Political Philosophy of Calhoun, 42-48). Those who have read many
expositions of the state of nature debate will notice a blend of Filmerian and Lockean logic in Calhoun's writing. But Calhoun
explicitly distanced himself from Filmer. (See John C. Calhoun. "Speech on the Reception of the Abolition Petitions, February
6,1837," in Lence, ed. Political Philosophy of Calhoun, 469.) Nevertheless, Calhoun articulated an ambiguous view of the
origins of authority. Was the political state natural and naturally unequal, or was political authority an artifact that merely
accepted the "fact" of natural social inequalities? The second of these readings would at least offer a way to consider the
effects of institutions on mores, character, and culture, but that discussion — one which Tocqueville saw as so much a part of
the American public philosophy of improvement •— is absent from Calhoun's argument. Calhoun's history of the various
states' political institutions and authority sheds little light on the subject. What he emphasized instead is that citizens owe
allegiance to their states in part because of that history. Calhoun is acutely aware of different regional political cultures and
this fact along with the longevity of state governments is enough to make them political associations that are superior in their
authority to their federal union. However when we read of Calhoun's state of nature, we see that he offered the historical
bonds within the states, not the consent-based agreements of the states' citizens, as the primary rationale for the states' more
legitimate claim to political authority. These historical ties boast of natural hierarchies, without mention of the individual's
will in following their "natural" bent For these reasons, I interpret Calhoun's view of the primary political community (the
states) as one of organically emergent authority. At the very least, it seems clear that Calhoun's view of liberty is not
conventional. Where Althusius, Ames, Winthrop, and other federal thinkers emphasized volition — even when necessity seemed
to recommend strongly an act of submission to God and other individuals--— Calhoun denied natural equality and natural liberty
for individuals. Liberty, for Calhoun, was a prize to be enjoyed by communities that exhibited great intelligence and virtue.
Individual liberty was entirely subservient to the safety and security of the community. As communities differed in their
wisdom, virtue, and patriotism, so also must the degree of individual liberty that they allowed. Calhoun preferred complete
despotism to anarchy and believed that "ignorant, stupid, debased, corrupt," peoples and those "exposed to violence within and
danger from without," required despotic rule (568). Certainly, the Winthrops of the world would not countenance corruption
and the dangers of anarchy. But there is a chasm between these views of liberty. The liberty of covenant assumes the moral
equality of human beings and the capacity for right thinking in choosing to bend one's will toward good. Those who
understood liberty in this covenantal way did take a very different view of their dealings with the different peoples in America,
including natives, free blacks, and African-American slaves. It is impossible to see how peoples might govern themselves
federally without a federal view of liberty and, for this reason — not the mefficacy of his design of concurrent majorities —
Calhoun's view of federal union ultimately is incoherent

46 Given this orientation, it followed that the states, not individual citizens, had formed a provisional union, a "general
government," by compacting for limited purposes. As Daniel Elazar, Ross M. Lence, and others have shown, Calhoun was a
unionist who fought secession to the end. (See Elazar, Covenant and Constitutionalism, 125). In Calhoun's view, the Union
must be strong within its limited sphere. (See especially Calhoun's "A Discourse on the Constitution and Government of the
United States," in Lence, Political Philosophy of Calhoun, 79-284 and "Speech on The Tariff Bill," in Lence, Political
Philosophy of Calhoun, 285-309, in which Calhoun specifically argues for a strong federal union.) He argued that a simple
majority of the states (fifty percent plus one) should be permitted to act in tandem for their mutual benefit and could coerce the
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non-conforming minority to take part in their federal project. He understood the people within a state to be represented by the
choices of their state legislators who chose representatives of their corporate good to serve as senators in the federal legislature.
In this picture of federalism, state legislatures could review acts of Congress and nullify them, voiding their authority within
the state. In this way, the representatives of the organic society interposed their more legitimate authority (in Calhoun's view)
between the people whom they directly represented and the Congress, whose acts only indirectly indicated the people's will.
Calhoun's was not a renegade view of federalism. The concepts of interposition and nullification had been developed by
Madison and Jefferson during a different crisis. Calhoun, however, explicitly raised a different theory of the origins of
legitimate political power — an organic or fate-based notion, in contrast to the vision of consent and covenant — in order to
justify the primacy of state authority. The distinction is not only crucial to understanding the intellectual content of the Civil
War that followed. In a federal system that is covenanted throughout, government authority may be simultaneously articulated
to individuals and to the associations that they form. Individuals may bind themselves in a variety of covenants, sharing
powers as individuals and as individuals-in-collective-bodies. The corporate "self' of such a people cannot act in their name
without their on-going consent. Consent is not simply a matter of electoral processes that select representatives; rather, consent
is given through numerous activities of collective decision making. In contrast, the organic model shows the individual to be
imbedded in an associational form by fate, rather than consent Not only is consent missing in this picture, so is representation.
The organic association does not represent the citizen so much as it concludes the citizen's will in its own will The organic
association's authority is natural and incontestable. Self-government stops where covenants give way to organically emergent
authority.

47 Within a political state, natural inequalities determined the form of authority peculiar to a given ckcumstance. Sovereignty
resided in "the people," not their government, but not every person had the capacity to consent in becoming a "people." The
issue here is not simply the extent of suffrage. Through suffrage a majority of the people may maintain control of their
representatives in government, or may govern directly. But the question remains how the majority represents the minority
view with which it disagrees. This is, of course, Calhoun's greatest concern. In federal theory, every person consents to be
party to the decisions of the whole, even when they find themselves in the minority of the whole. This design, while practical,
was not sufficient to guarantee justice, Calhoun argued, and he offered the "concurring majority" as an alternative means to the
same principled ends of majority rule. But federal theory also requires the consent of those who do not participate directly in
politics — colonial life offered appropriate roles and vocations, to be sure, but individuals had to agree to take up these roles.
For many readers the practical distinction between the free will to choose, for example, the vocation "wife" and the naturally
determined roles of submission and dominance in Calhoun's system may be immaterial. But the theoretical distinction
between a covenanted and a natural status is crucial.

48 Calhoun considers the diversity of cultures within states which in South Carolina, as in most states, was considerable by any
measure. The original settlement of French Huguenots and English immigrants was joined in the middle of the eighteenth
century by settlers from New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina. This larger group of settlers to the
north of the original settlement around Charleston was culturally different and plural. They furthermore faced environmental
circumstances that resulted in their distinct regional culture. The northern settlements soon comprised the more populated
portion of the state, but political power was concentrated in the hands of the original settlers. The conflict became apparent in
the Revolutionary period as an increasingly violent faction demanded a stake in state politics that reflected their true majority
status. The state constitution was amended to remedy the situation. New voting districts were devised based on an unusual
definition of majority right Instead of redistricting according to population alone, political power was distributed on the basis
of taxation, property, and electoral districts. One legislative house, the State Senate, was represented by a member of each
electoral district, but the State House of Representatives distributed its seats according to the size of the white population in the
district and also according to the amount of the tax paid by a district over a ten year period. In this way, redistricting not only
accounted for population, but for the aggregate contribution of citizens (regardless of the number of citizens) to the state's
welfare. Calhoun intended this measure to balance the interests of less populated, but more productive rural places against
urban settlements. The goal of the design was to produce two majorities based on different interests by allotting one half of
the house seats by population alone and the other half by revenues collected from an area. Neither the urban nor the rural
portion of the state could dominate the legislature. The majorities of each "interest group" would have to negotiate in order to
govern. The design is the prime example of Calhoun's idea of concurring majorities. This design is federal in the sense that it
offers a way to recognize distinct communities of interest in voting procedures. If the principles behind this design had
informed the whole of South Carolina's political culture, the chasm between Calhoun and those who believed that the citizens
within the states were, as individuals, parties to a general government might not have been so great. That is to say, if the idea
that individuals and their associations should not be dominated by simple majority votes had been extended logically beyond
divisions of rural and urban interests, South Carolina might have been an association of individuals and their associations. But
that would require relinquishing the principle of natural hierarchy and embracing notions of consent and natural equality that
would change forever the Southern way of life.
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49 Close reading of Tocqueville's commentary on these ideas suggests that he was familiar with Calhoun's "Exposition" against
the protective tariffs and "Protest" or formal resolutions against the tariff (December 19,1828), his "Speech on the Revenue
Collection [Force] Bill (February 15-16,1833), and perhaps the "Fort Hill Address." Tocqueville cites only Calhoun's
statements in the "Force Bill," but the general position that he attributes to Calhoun is best laid out in the "Fort Hill Address."
There is little to suggest that Tocqueville knew Calhoun's later "Speech on the Oregon Bill," or his posthumously published
"Disquisition on Government" or "Discourse on the Constitution and Government of the United States." Tocqueville would
have found much in the "Disquisition" and "Discourse" that was compatible with his own thesis on increasing centralization,
the vulnerability of federal systems, and the dangerous potential for a despotic executive.

50 Tocqueville, Democracy, 1: 400.

51 Tocqueville, Democracy, 1: 409-410.

52 I hope it is sufficiently clear at this point that these assumptions are, likewise, not assertions of merely individual right for
individualistic pursuits. These notions of individual right have a social dimension — to do what is just and good, to understand
self-interest rightly, to acknowledge the political authority of the community and the moral right of reasoned discourse as a
foundation for the community's assemblies.

53 The argument for interposition and nullification highlights significant concerns about shared powers in a federation. Calhoun
relied heavily on Madison and Jefferson's ideas in his exposition of the basic problem. If the states formed a political union,
how would they enact legislation and enforce compliance among themselves? They created a legislative body, the Congress, in
which they might enact legislation for their mutual benefit, but would that creature (the Congress in Calhoun's language) be
superior to its creators (the states) in judging the constitutionality of its acts? If a state and the states' congress were in dispute,
how could that congress judge the situation fairly? No one could be a party and judge of a case and be expected to set aside
self-interest and judge fairly. So, to say that a Congressional interpretation of the states' joint constitution (the US
Constitution) was superior to a state's view of the document that they had enacted, was to set up a national not a federal
government A truly federal scheme, Calhoun explained, would permit the states to interpose the authority of their state
legislatures, who would veto Congressional legislation that they judged unconstitutional, nullifying and voiding that
legislation's power within their sovereign territory. To avoid anarchy in a system that had as many veto positions as members,
the states would need a way to bring those who vetoed legislation into further negotiations with the whole. Their compact
provided such means and a method to work out differences by constitutional amendment Amendments required three-quarters
of the states to agree and the states had each bound themselves to accept an agreement made by this super majority. The
amendment process also requires a majority of state representatives to set it in motion, again impeding the centralizing
tendency of national legislatures who might concentrate political power at the national level. Calhoun is correct that such
designs are consistent with federal principles and he may even be correct (as might have been Jefferson and Madison in
different contexts) that a state veto better protects the federal character of the union. Calhoun's concern over increasing
executive power and factional dominance — his foresight concerning what later generations would call an "imperial
presidency," party machines, and boss-rule — are sobering when they are read today. (See "Discourse on the Constitution and
Government" in Lence, Calhoun's Political Philosophy, 214-216. But his federalism snares more than he admits with a federal
covenant that precludes a state veto. A federal covenant among states would invest its bicameral legislature with shared
powers so that the states' delegates are represented in their united senate; they must agree to submit to the majority in cases of
disagreement. A state veto coupled with more routine uses of amendment procedures provided obstacles to simple majority
dominance, but ultimately the states were either in a perpetual union or they were not. The compact or league that he describes
bounded two political cultures that differed so profoundly that the union, as we know, could not be maintained without force.

54 Calhoun described the state governments and the government of their union as cooperative. The states, he argued formed
distinct communities, culturally, socially, economically, and politically. The United States of America was a government of
governments. The "will" of such a diverse group could not be known through a majority vote of the whole, nor could it really
be taken by the majority of the states' delegated representatives. In the cases in which the states must act in concert — or more
generally, when any association of associations must act together — a simple majority vote would not suffice; the major and
minor portions of the whole should be brought into concurrence through another sort of voting rule. Calhoun proposed that the
major and minor portions be polled and then the majority of each be pooled to form a new majority, the "concurring majority"
of each group. Such a scheme assumes some natural or traditional social divisions that have cause major and minor voting
blocs to form. So, for example, Calhoun considers the division of interests that we might assume exists between urban and
rural voters on some questions. Instead of taking the simple majority of the whole and (presuming more people are urban than
rural dwellers) promoting urban dominance, the two groups should be polled separately and the majorities in each aggregated
for a decision or made to negotiate a compromise that will please the majorities of each group. The idea is not wholly original
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with Calhoun, of course. Bicameral legislatures operate on a similar principle that republican governments might represent a
single population in more than one way. Or, put another way, bicameral legislatures provide two bodies to represent what is
known to be a population that can be viewed in terms of at least two interests. Greater plurality may require additional
institutional arrangements for fair representation. Where there are clear divisions of social rank, republican governments
represent different estates in different houses, necessitating compromises that include the interests of different classes of
persons for legislative action. Proportional representation is a different, but related variant Calhoun obviously had the
sectional differences of North and South in mind for this system. But here's the catch: concurring majorities, bicameral
legislatures, proportional representation, for that matter any strategy of negotiation, assumes enough common ground that the
major and minor parties will be able to reach a compromise. Unless the social transformation of a covenanted union took
place, how could the states have reached a more lasting compromise on the issue of slavery than the ones negotiated for the
first decades of the union? Certainly shared interests were not enough to preserve the union. And if the social transformation
of covenant occurred, how could the southern states maintain an institution so fundamentally opposed to covenantal principles?
In some respects Calhoun got what he theorized, if not what he wanted. Apparently enough southern representatives concurred
with enough northern representatives to create the Northwest Ordinance in 1787, legislation that would contain slaveholding
within the southern fraction of the Union in exchange for the northern states' agreement to return fugitive slaves. Only eight of
the thirteen states had delegations present to vote on the Ordinance, but five of the states and eleven of the eighteen legislators
present represented the southern states. (Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, Delaware, New Jersey, New York,
and Massachusetts were all represented; only Maryland was absent from the south, while Connecticut, Rhode Island, New
Hampshire, and Pennsylvania were absent from the north. The single dissenting vote was cast by Abraham Yates of New
York.) Other compromises on territories disbursed by Congressional Acts similarly maintained but contained the Southern
way of life. Tocqueville also noted some apparent inconsistencies in Calhoun's principle of concurring majorities and the vote
on nullification within his state. The vote yielded a sizable minority in favor of the Union, that is, against nullification.
Nevertheless, South Carolina acted on behalf of its citizens, or at least the numerical majority of them, by nullifying the tariff
and, later, in seceding from the Union.

55 Tocquevil le , Democracy, 408-409.

56 Tocquevil le , Democracy, 4 3 3 .

5 7 In contrast to Calhoun, Danie l Webster and Henry Clay argued as strongly that the general government was not a compact
be tween states, bu t a union that included citizens in their individual and corporate capacity. (See, for example, Danie l Webster.
1833. "The Consti tution Not a Compact be tween Sovereign States," delivered as a response to Calhoun in the Uni ted States
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